


depending on the perceived value of each channel (auditory

and visual) in reducing the ambiguity of the audiovisual

stimulus presented (Massaro and Bosseler 2003). The latter

class of theories including The Motor Theory of speech

perception (Liberman et al. 1967; Liberman and Whalen

2000) and Direct Realist theories (Best 1995; Fowler and

Smith 1986) argue that the speech signal is analyzed not in

terms of separate auditory and visual components but in

terms of shared underlying motor movements/gestures that

specify the speech signal.

Typically developing individuals seem to be influenced

perceptually by both the auditory and visual components of

speech (Massaro 1984; Sumby and Pollack 1954). It is

surprising that these effects occur in individuals with nor-

mal hearing who do not usually consider themselves to be

lip-reading. The visual influence is both automatic and

strong. On the FLMP account, this is because of life-long

associations between the auditory and visual components

of speech. On gestural accounts, it is due to the common

event that is specified by each modality. Predicting the

weight of each modality is a challenge for either account.

In our day-to-day life, auditory and visual components of

speech are congruous (i.e. the lip-movements of the speaker

and the sounds generated by his or her voice reflect the same

event). Current technology allows us to present artificially

manipulated stimuli in which the audio and visual stimulus

components specify different syllables. Put another way, it

is possible to present visual footage of a speaker mouthing

one word or sound while simultaneously presenting audio

footage of the same speaker uttering a different word or

sound (e.g. showing lip movements that suggest the speaker

is making the sound /a/ while simultaneously playing audio

of the speaker making the sound /i/).

Mismatches between audio and visual tokens of the

spoken vowels /a/, /i/ and /u/ are fairly easy to detect and

our ability to do so develops as early as 4-months of age

(Kuhl and Meltzoff 1984a, b). However, there are some

instances of audiovisual mismatch in which the syllable

that is ‘‘heard’’ by the listener is influenced by the syllable

that has been simultaneously presented visually. This latter

phenomenon, known as the McGurk Effect, occurs when

the visual signal specifies the place of articulation of a

particular stop, even though the acoustic signal is unam-

biguously a different stop (McGurk and MacDonald 1976).

For instance, when the speaker’s lip-movements for /gaga/

are paired with an auditory /baba/, some individuals will

‘‘hear’’ a /dada/ (McGurk and MacDonald 1976). This

visual influence on heard speech has been shown in infants

as young as 4-months of age and more consistently in

infants 6-months of age (Desjardins and Werker 2004;

Rosenblum et al. 1997).

For those susceptible to it, the McGurk Effect is extre-

mely robust (Rosenblum et al. 1997), replicated under

numerous conditions, and known to persist even if the

visual information is degraded (e.g. the face of the speaker

is asymmetrically scrambled, the chosen word is embedded

in a sentence, or very brief visual stimuli are employed)

(Green and Kuhl 1986; Heitanen et al. 2001; Irwin et al.

2006; MacDonald et al. 2000; Massaro and Cohen 1983;

Sams et al. 1998; Summerfield 1979). There is preliminary

evidence that it may not be limited to speech stimuli. When

presented with discrepant audiovisual tokens of plucks and

bows played on a cello, participants’ perceptions of what

they are hearing (e.g. a bow vs. a pluck) are significantly

influenced by the visual information being presented

(Fowler and Rosenblum 1990; Saldaña and Rosenblum

1993).

Some have suggested that children with ASD do poorly

on McGurk tasks because of deficits in attending to multi-

modal information (de Gelder et al. 1991); others implicate

impaired lip-reading skills (Williams et al. 2004). Consis-

tent with lip-reading hypotheses, Massaro and Bosseler

(2003) point out that children with ASD show more of a

visual influence in their perceptions of mismatched audio-

visual stimuli after intensive training in lip-reading skills

(Massaro and Bosseler 2003; Williams et al. 2004). de

Gelder et al. (1991), however, have found significant

differences in audiovisual processing between mental-age-

matched individuals with and without ASD, but no differ-

ences in lip-reading ability. Though children with ASD

were able to use visual information to correctly determine

what the speaker had said in visual-only conditions, they

failed to use this information if auditory information was

also present. Additionally, Irwin et al. (2006) have reported

the ability to lip-read does not automatically result in an

ability to integrate and that lip-reading skills do not corre-

late with use of visual information in typical perceivers.

The difficulty that children with ASD demonstrate on

McGurk tasks may be related to an underlying difficulty in

attending to and using information from the face. Children

with ASD often have trouble recognizing emotions and

detecting inter-modal correspondence of facial and vocal

affect (Kikuchi and Koga 2001; Loveland et al. 1995).

Furthermore, they show abnormal brain activation in

response to faces. While children without ASD show

strong activation of the lateral fusiform gyrus during facial

processing tasks, children with ASD show reduced levels

of activation in their fusiform gyri (Schultz et al. 2000),

and level of activity predicts accuracy on face perceptual

tasks (Schultz et al. 2005).

One possibility that may account for these seemingly

contradictory findings from the speech perception and face

perception literature is that children with ASD may be

using a parts vs. whole type of processing. Proponents of

the Central Coherence Theory (Frith and Happe 1994)

argue that autism may involve an impaired ability to
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perceive central coherence from individual features of a

stimulus, such as a face. This theory is supported by recent

evidence that individuals with ASD have difficulties both

visually integrating objects to make a coherent scene and

spontaneously detecting context-inappropriate objects

(Jolliffe and Baron-Cohen 2001).

Difficulties on speech tasks like the McGurk may also

be related to the ‘‘social’’ (human) aspects of the task.

Dawson et al. (1998) have reported that children with

autism have significantly more difficulty visually orienting

to ‘‘social’’ stimuli (e.g. their name being called, sound of

hands clapping) than children without ASD and children

with mental retardation, but only slightly more difficulty

visually orienting to ‘‘nonsocial’’ (nonhuman) stimuli (e.g.

musical toy, sound of a rattle). Oftentimes, children with

autism fail to orient to social stimuli at all, and when they

do orient to social stimuli, their response tends to be

delayed (Dawson et al. 1998).

There is significant disagreement over the nature and

source of speech perception difficulties in children with

ASD. Dawson et al.’s findings led us to suspect that chil-

dren with ASD would evidence more pronounced

difficulties relative to control sample (CS) children on

audiovisual processing tasks involving ‘‘human’’ audio and

visual stimuli (e.g. faces and voices) than tasks involving

‘‘nonhuman’’ stimuli (e.g. bouncing balls). The present

study further explores differences in the use of visual

information between children with and without ASD, and it

begins to address whether children with ASD perform

typically on similar kinds of tasks with nonhuman stimuli.

A McGurk task (McGurk and MacDonald 1976) was used

to assess audiovisual processing along with several control

conditions that were designed to determine whether chil-

dren with ASD could process audio and visual information

if the task involved an explicit comparison of the two

modalities. The study also included several different types

of audiovisual mismatches to determine whether the chil-

dren with ASD possessed a general processing difficulty, or

whether processing difficulties were more pronounced with

stimuli involving human faces and voices than with stimuli

involving objects (e.g. bouncing balls).

Methods

Participants

This study included 15 children with autism spectrum

disorders, 2 females and 13 males (mean age = 13.73) age

range 8–19 years, and 21 controls without autism spectrum

disorders, 10 females and 11 males (mean age = 13.44

years), age range 11–19 years.

All participants with an ASD diagnosis were recruited

through projects in a Collaborative Programs of Excellence

in Autism (CPEA) grant based at the Yale Child Study

Center. Participants in the control sample (CS) were

recruited from the North Haven Middle School, through

parents employed as staff at the Yale Child Study Center,

and from area group homes. Children from group homes

were included to allow matching of the mean IQ and IQ

range to the ASD sample.

All participants with an ASD diagnosis were assessed

with state of the art diagnostic procedures, including the

Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS; Lord

et al. 1999), the Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised

(ADI-R; Lord et al. 1994), and met criteria for ASD based

on expert clinician consensus. Nine of the children in the

ASD group met ADOS and ADI-R criteria for autism,

while six showed more typical language by age 3 and met

criteria for Asperger’s syndrome. Social Reciprocity Scale

(SRS) (Constantino et al. 2000; Constantino and Todd

2000) scores were also obtained for 11 of the 15 partici-

pants with ASD and were used to assess level of social

impairment.

IQ information was collected on all 15 of the children

with autism spectrum disorders (mean verbal IQ = 99,

range: 54–134; mean performance IQ = 93.2, range: 71–

129; mean full scale IQ = 96.13, range: 67–134). IQ

information was also collected on 19 of the children in the

control group (mean verbal IQ = 103.61, range: 60–137;

mean performance IQ = 100, range: 53–126; mean full

scale IQ = 102.11, range: 53–136). Some participants

were given the full WISC-III and others were given the

briefer WASI, which includes 4 subscales of the WISC-III.

All parents of children in the control group were given a

short questionnaire asking them to report whether their

child had any known learning disabilities, Attention-Deficit

Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), psychiatric conditions,

social disabilities, or first or second degree relatives with

an autism spectrum diagnosis. Children who met criteria

for any of these disorders and those whose parents reported

any of these problems were excluded from participating in

the study. Three of the controls were unable to return for

the follow-up IQ assessments, but parental reports gave us

no reason to believe that their IQs would not have been

within the normal range. An additional three of the controls

had FSIQ scores \70. These individuals had a nonspecific

or otherwise unidentified form of mental retardation, and

were recruited from area group homes so as to allow

matching of the mean IQ and IQ range to the ASD sample.

Low IQ participants had no known conditions other than

MR and had not been diagnosed with autism or any of the

exclusionary conditions listed on the questionnaire.

Participants were matched at the group rather than the

individual level because ultimately, the aim of the study
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was to detect group rather than individual differences.

Participants were matched in mean age and IQ but were not

matched for in terms of gender. Though there is some

evidence of gender differences in ability to lip-read words,

research to date suggests that no such gender differences

have been found in ability to lip-read shorter speech stimuli

(Irwin et al. 2006).

Consent was obtained and the study was approved by

the Yale IRB. Participants were given a $15 gift certificate

to a bookstore or music store as compensation for their

time participating in this study.

Procedures

Participants were asked to complete 6 perceptual tasks, a

purely visual Male/Female Face Classification Task, and 5

audiovisual tasks: the McGurk Task, and the Gender,

Vowel, Ball Size and Ball Composition Match/Mismatch

Tasks. Descriptions of the tasks can be found in the mea-

sures section. Each of the 6 tasks were presented on a

Macintosh laptop computer using PsyScope (Cohen et al.

1993). Testing was conducted in a small quiet room and

took approximately 40–45 min to complete. Every child

received the Male/Female Face Classification Task first, as

a warm-up exercise. The five audiovisual tasks were then

presented in a random order. Each consisted of a famil-

iarization segment containing non-scored items used to get

participants familiar with the format of the test, followed

by a test segment, in which the computer kept track of

correct vs. incorrect responses. After practice, no feedback

was given as to whether test responses were correct or

incorrect on any of the 6 tasks.

To investigate our main hypothesis, we compared the

performance of the ASD group with that of the CS group

on each of the perceptual tasks. On the Male/Female Face

Classification Task, the performance score was calculated

with the following algorithm: (# of correctly identified

male faces + # of correctly identified female faces)/total

number of face stimuli presented. On the McGurk Task, the

performance score was calculated with the algorithm: (# of

correct responses to catch trials + # responses indicating

visual influence)/total number of trials. On the 4 remaining

AV match–mismatch tasks the performance score was

calculated using the algorithm: (# of correctly identified

AV matches + # of correctly identified AV mismatches)/

total number of AV pairs presented.

Measures

Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS) (Lord

et al. 1999). The ADOS is a semi-structured, interactive

observation schedule designed to assess social and com-

municative functioning in individuals who may have an

autism spectrum disorder. A standardized diagnostic

algorithm can be computed, composed of a subset of rated

social and communicative behaviors, and consistent with

autism criteria in DSM-IV/ICD-10.

Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised (ADI-R) (Lord et

al. 1994). The ADI-R is a structured interview with a

parent on early development pertinent to autism symp-

tomatology, including the presence of communication

skills prior to age 3 years.

Social Reciprocity Scale (SRS) (Constantino et al. 2000;

Constantino and Todd 2000). The SRS is a 65-item ques-

tionnaire completed by the child’s parents regarding their

child’s social interactions. It provides a very sensitive

measure of social reciprocal behavior, which is uncorre-

lated with IQ, but strongly correlated with scores on the

social deficit scale of the ADI-R (r = 0.80). The SRS has

high sensitivity and specificity in distinguishing children

with pervasive developmental disorders such as autism

from children with other psychiatric disorders.

Male/Female Face Classification Task. Thirty black and

white photographs of either a male or a female face with

hair and other extraneous identifying features removed

were presented to participants. The participants were pre-

sented with faces one by one, in a random order, on a

computer screen. They were given as much time as they

needed to look at each face and decide via a 2-choice

button press whether it was male or female.

The McGurk Task. Matched and mismatched audiovi-

sual renditions of /ba/, /da/, /va/, and1 /ða/ were created

using Adobe Premiere 6.0. The auditory and visual dubbed

signals were created by aligning the onset of the new

acoustic signal with the original acoustic signal at point of

release. The timing of auditory and visual signals was

matched down to the accuracy of a single frame (33 ms),

ensuring that there were no obvious temporal lags and all

tokens were carefully examined for auditory and visual

clarity. All speech sounds in this task were produced by a

single female speaker, whose utterances have been shown

to effectively elicit the McGurk Effect in typically devel-

oping adults (Irwin et al. 2006). The audiovisual stimuli

were either congruent or incongruent. The congruent

stimuli, simultaneous presentation of audio of the speaker

saying /ba/ and video of the speaker saying /ba/ (audiovi-

sual matches), were the original productions of the speaker.

The incongruent stimuli were created by digitally recom-

bining audio of the speaker saying /ba/ with video of the

speaker saying either /va/, /da/, or /ða/ (audiovisual

mismatches).

1 This token is a voiced dental fricative; the consonant is the initial

consonant of ‘‘the’’.
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In the familiarization phase, participants were presented

with matched, original footage, audiovisual renditions of

/ba/, /da/, /va/, and /ða/ and were asked to indicate by

pressing one of two buttons, whether or not the speaker

said /ba/. In the test phase, participants were presented with

30 matching and mismatching audiovisual tokens in a

random order and asked to press one of two keys on the

computer to indicate whether they heard the speaker say

/ba/ or something else. In nearly all test stimuli, the audio

presented was /ba/. For half of the /ba/ audio stimuli, the

simultaneous video was also /ba/. For the other half of the

/ba/ audio stimuli, the simultaneous video was something

other than /ba/—either /da/, /va/, or /ða/.

There were also a few catch trials in which the audio

was not /ba/. The number of catch trials on the McGurk

Task was determined by the number of visual stimuli to be

paired with audio /ba/ in the test trials. The stimuli pre-

sented in the catch trials were the same as those presented

in the familiarization trials and consisted of matched

audiovisual tokens of audio /va/–visual /va/, audio /da/–

visual /da/, and audio /ða/–visual /ða/. Each of the correctly

matched combinations was presented once. Items on the

McGurk Task were scored as correct when the response

was consistent with the visual input.

AV Match–Mismatch Task. The stimuli for the Gender

and Vowel AV Match–Mismatch Tasks were created by

recording, digitizing and re-combining audiovisual tokens

of a number of male and female speakers saying /a/, /i/, and

/u/. The stimuli for the Ball Size and Ball Composition AV

tasks were created in a similar manner by recording, dig-

itizing and recombining audiovisual tokens of several types

of balls bouncing on a metal surface.

All of the editing was accomplished with the program

Adobe Premiere 6.0. As in the creation of the McGurk

stimuli, the auditory and visual dubbed signals for the AV

Match–Mismatch stimuli were created by aligning the

onset of the new acoustic signal with the original acoustic

signal at point of release. The timing of auditory and visual

signals was matched down to the accuracy of a single

frame (33 ms), ensuring that there were no obvious tem-

poral lags. All tokens created were first piloted with a

group of typically developing adults in order to eliminate

any tokens that were lacking in visual or auditory clarity.

For each task, an even number of congruent (matched) and

incongruent (mismatched) trials were selected from among

the remaining tokens. Given that different tasks required

different types of combinations and that some combina-

tions had to be eliminated due to problems with auditory or

visual clarity, the number of test trials was not consistent

across tasks.

The test trials on each of the AV Match–Mismatch

Tasks were preceded by a familiarization phase in which

participants were prompted to practice pressing the

‘‘match’’ key when presented with examples of congruent

audiovisual tokens (e.g. female face speaking in a female

voice) and to press the ‘‘mismatch’’ key when presented

with examples of incongruent audiovisual tokens (e.g.

female face speaking in a male voice). In the test phase,

participants were presented with new congruent and

incongruent audiovisual tokens and asked to classify them

as matches or mismatches by pressing the ‘‘match’’ or

‘‘mismatch’’ key on the computer. Each test combination

was presented only once. Given that different tasks

required different types of combinations and given that not

every possible combination made it past the pilot phase, the

number of test trials was not consistent across tasks.

AV Gender Match–Mismatch Task. Participants were

presented with 24 audiovisual tokens, half of which were

congruent (designed to register as ‘‘matches’’) and half of

which were incongruent (designed to register as ‘‘mis-

matches’’). In the congruent pairs, the speaker’s original

voice was replaced by the voice of another speaker of the

same sex, and in the incongruent pairs, the speaker’s ori-

ginal voice was replaced by the voice of another speaker of

the opposite sex. A speaker was never paired with an

instance of his or her own voice in the familiarization phase

or the test trials, and the instructions given to participants

were very clear that the task was to identify matches and

mismatches based on gender only, independent of speaker.

The face and voice of the speaker were always congruent in

terms of vowel sound presented regardless of whether the

stimulus was congruent or incongruent in terms of speaker

gender.

AV Vowel Match–Mismatch Task. Participants were

presented with 47 audiovisual tokens, approximately half

of which were congruent and half of which were incon-

gruent.2 In the congruent pairs, the speaker’s original voice

was replaced by a different instance of his or her voice

uttering the same vowel sound, while in the incongruent

pairs, the speaker’s original voice was replaced by a dif-

ferent instance of his or her voice uttering a different vowel

sound. For example, some stimuli consisted of a simulta-

neous presentation of audio of the speaker saying /a/ and

video of the speaker saying /a/. The remaining stimuli were

made with /i/ as the audio paired with visual /i/, /a/ or /u/,

and with /u/ as the audio paired with visual /u/, /a/ or /i/.

AV Ball Size Match–Mismatch Task. Participants were

presented with 24 audiovisual tokens, half of which were

congruent and half of which were incongruent. In the

congruent pairs, the ball’s original bouncing sound was

replaced by the sound from another instance of that same

2 The total number of trials presented on the Vowel Task should have

been 48, but a computer glitch resulted in the presentation of only 47

trials. The missing trial was one of a number of a–v stimuli featuring a

combination of audio /a/ and visual /a/. All other combinations of

audio /a/ and visual /a/ were presented as intended.
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ball bouncing, while in the incongruent pairs, it was

replaced by the sound from a different sized ball bouncing.

AV Ball Composition Match–Mismatch Task. Partici-

pants were presented with 36 audiovisual tokens, half of

which were congruent and half of which were incongruent.

In the congruent pairs, the ball’s original bouncing sound

was replaced by the sound from another instance of that

same ball bouncing, while in the incongruent pairs it was

replaced by the sound from a different type of ball

bouncing (e.g. the audio of a ping-pong ball bouncing with

the visual image of a rubber ball bouncing).

Results

Multivariate Analyses of Variance (MANOVAs) revealed

no significant gender differences in task performance

among the children in the control sample on the six per-

ceptual tasks (all p-values [ 0.4), and no gender

differences on age or IQ scores (all p-values [ 0.2). Thus,

the 10 female and 11 male controls were combined

(n = 21) for all further analyses. Mean age and IQ for the

control sample (CS) and the ASD group are reported in

Table 1. A MANOVA, with group (ASD vs. CS) as a fixed

factor and age, full scale IQ, verbal IQ and performance IQ

as dependent variables revealed no significant group dif-

ferences in age or IQ (all p-values [ 0.3).

To test our primary hypothesis that there would be a task

by group interaction, a Univariate Analysis of Variance

(ANOVA) was conducted with group (ASD vs. CS) and

task type3 (Male/Female Face Classification vs. AV Gen-

der Match–Mismatch vs. AV Vowel Match–Mismatch vs.

McGurk vs. AV Ball Composition Match–Mismatch vs.

AV Ball Size Match–Mismatch) entered as fixed factors

and Task performance entered as the dependent variable. A

more stringent criterion for significance (p \ 0.001) was

used in order to control for Type 1 error. There were sig-

nificant main effects for both group F[1,203] = 22.98,

p \ 0.001, and task F[5,203] = 24.22, p \ 0.001, and a

significant task 9 group interaction F[11,203] = 16.61,

p \ 0.001.

To further explore the task 9 group interaction and

identify which tasks were driving it, 6 separate univariate

ANOVAs were conducted, each of which included group

(ASD vs. CS) as the fixed factor and performance on one of

the six perceptual tasks as the dependent variable. There

was a main effect of group on three of the six tasks: the

Male/Female Face Classification Task (F[1,34] = 13.41,

g2 = 0.28, p \ 0.001), the McGurk Task (F[1,34] = 19.01,

g2 = 0.36, p \ 0.0001), and the AV Vowel Match/Mis-

match Task (F[1,34] = 15.89, g2 = 0.32, p \ 0.0001), with

the ASD group having performed significantly less accu-

rately on each task. For the McGurk task, this meant that

the participants with an ASD diagnosis experienced less

visual influence. Group means on the six perceptual tasks4

are listed in Table 2.

The group results may have been mediated by specific

stimulus types, since each experimental task was composed

of more than one type of stimulus. To further explore this,

ANOVAs were conducted with two independent variables—

group (ASD vs. CS) and stimulus type (e.g. male or female

face in the face task, audiovisual matches vs. mismatches in

the other 2 tasks). There was a main effect of stimulus type on

the Male/Female Face Task (F[1,68] = 5.91, p \ 0.02).

Both groups had more difficulty correctly labeling female

faces than male faces. On the McGurk Task there was both a

main effect of stimulus type (F[1,176] = 46.28, p \ 0.001),

and a significant interaction between stimulus type and group

(F[1,176] = 22.82, p \ 0.001). While both groups per-

formed similarly on trials involving matched stimuli

(visual + auditory /ba/, /da/, /ða/, and /va/), children in the

ASD group performed significantly differently from children

in the CS group on trials involving the mismatched stimuli

(visual /da/, /va/, and /ða/ + auditory /ba/). As shown in

Table 3, children with ASD demonstrated less visual influ-

ence on the following visual-auditory matching conditions:

ba–da (F[1,34] = 9.80, g2 = 0.22, p \ 0.005); ba–ða

(F[1,34] = 26.6, g2 = 0.44, p \ 0.0001); and ba–va

Table 1 Sample characterization data

Measure CS ASD

Full scale IQ 102.1 [19.0] 96.1 [21.8]

Verbal IQ 103.6 [18.2] 99 [24.8]

Performance IQ 100 [20.2] 93.2 [18.0]

Age 13.4 [2.8] 13.7 [3.9]

ADOS social int. sum NA 16.7 [6.4]

ADOS social algorithm NA 9.9 [3.6]

SRS social reciprocity NA 101.7 [13.0]

CS = Control Sample Group (n = 19), 2 children excluded because

did have IQ scores; ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder Group

(n = 15); Standard deviations are listed in [ ] beside group means

3 The Male/Female Face Classification Task was treated as separate

from the AV Gender Match–Mismatch Task. Performance on

the former was not co-varied out when analyzing performance on

the latter, because the two tasks employed entirely different stimuli.

The gender of the faces used in the AV Gender Match–Mismatch task

was much more easily identifiable than the gender of the faces in the

Male/Female Face Classification Task, because the former included

color images in which the entire head, hair, etc. were clearly visible

and the latter included black & white images in which the hair had

been cropped out.

4 The tasks are referred to collectively as ‘‘perceptual’’ rather than

‘‘cross-modal’’ because only five of the six were cross-modal. The

Male Female Face Classification Task was unimodal, as it included

only a visual component and no auditory component.
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(F[1,34] = 15.58, g2 = 0.31, p \ 0.0001). Within the ASD

group, visual influence on /ba/–/da/ trials was significantly

higher than on the /ba/–/ða/ or /ba/–/va/ trials (t = 8.27,

p \ 0.001). There were no main or interaction effects on the

AV Vowel Match/Mismatch Tasks.

To examine whether performance on the McGurk task

was correlated with performance on any of the other 5

tasks, Pearson correlations were computed for each group

(CS and ASD). For each group, correlations between per-

formance on the McGurk Task, the AV Gender Match–

Mismatch Task, and the AV Vowel Match–Mismatch Task

were significant at the 0.01 level (all r-values C 0.6).

Correlations between speech tasks were expected based on

findings of other studies (Surprenant and Watson 2001).

Exploratory analyses revealed that scores on the McGurk

Task were also inversely correlated with SRS score (r =

-0.489, p \ 0.01), but were not significantly correlated

with verbal, performance or full scale IQ.

Discussion

In this study, we attempted to determine whether and under

what conditions children with ASD differ from mental age

matched children without ASD in the use of visual infor-

mation for speech. Children with ASD scored significantly

lower than children without ASD on 3 of the 4 tasks

involving human faces and voices (Male/Female Face

Classification Task, McGurk Task and AV Vowel Match–

Mismatch Task), yet scored similarly to children without

ASD on both tasks involving non-human stimuli (AV Ball

Size & Ball Composition Match–Mismatch Tasks).

Our initial hypotheses regarding the McGurk effect were

largely supported by the data. Children in the ASD group

exhibited a much weaker McGurk effect than children

without ASD, supporting previous findings that children

with autism are less influenced by visual speech information

(de Gelder et al. 1991; Massaro 1998; Massaro and Bosseler

2003). Children in the ASD group performed at chance and

showed very little visual influence on the McGurk audiovi-

sual mismatches as a whole (54%), though they were slightly

above chance with the ba–da mismatches (68%) and at

chance with the ba–ða (48%) and ba–va (45%) mismatches.

It is very interesting that children with autism seem to be

more susceptible to the /ba/–/da/ combination than the other

two mismatches. What is even more interesting is that they

are less susceptible to /ba/–/va/, which is the strongest in

typically developing controls controls (Irwin et al. 2006;

Rosenblum and Saldaña 1996). Both of these differences are

intriguing and will require further study.

Children with ASD may experience less of a McGurk

effect because they pay less attention to the face in general

(Klin et al. 2002). A replication of Saldaña and Rosenblum

(1993) on a population with autism would better clarify

what is happening. If children with ASD experienced a

McGurk effect comparable to that of children without ASD

with audiovisual mismatches of plucks and bows on a

cello, it would indicate that their audiovisual processing

disability is primarily social in nature. Given that children

with and without ASD performed similarly on tasks

involving nonhuman stimuli like bouncing balls, but dif-

ferently on tasks involving human faces and voices, it is

likely that children with and without ASD might perform

similarly on a McGurk task comprised of images and

sounds made by an inanimate object such as a cello.

Exploratory results support an inverse association

between audiovisual speech processing capacities and

Table 2 Mean task performance by group

Task CS ASD F-values g2

Male/Female Face (visual only) 87.7 [6.9] 76 [12.1] 13.41* 0.28

AV Gender (audiovisual) 86 [12.1] 75.4 [21.4] 3.23 0.09

McGurk (audiovisual) 94.9 [8.1] 78.3 [14.5] 19.01* 0.36

AV Vowel (audiovisual) 94 [6.2] 78.5 [16.3] 15.89* 0.32

AV Ball Composition (audiovisual) 65.3 [13.9] 67.2 [13.0] 0.18 \0.01

AV Ball Size (audiovisual) 60.9 [10.3] 62.9 [12.6] 0.27 \0.01

CS = Control Sample Group (n = 21); ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder Group (n = 15); Values reported in CS and ASD columns corre-

spond to group means (% correct); Standard deviations are listed in [ ] beside group means; Significant differences are starred (*)

Table 3 McGurk performance by group and blend type

Task CS ASD F-values g2

ba–da (a–v mismatch) 92.9 [14.0] 68.3 [32.0] 9.8* 0.22

ba–ða (a–v mismatch) 91.7 [16.5] 48.3 [33.4] 26.6* 0.44

ba–va (a–v mismatch) 86.9 [23.2] 45.0 [40.3] 15.58* 0.31

ba–ba (a–v match) 98.1 [5.8] 96.1 [10.9] 0.47 0.01

Catch trials (a–v match) 96.8 [8.5] 91.1 [18.8] 1.53 0.04

CS = Control Sample Group (n = 21); ASD = Autism Spectrum

Disorder Group (n = 15); Values reported in CS and ASD columns

correspond to group means (% correct); Standard deviations are listed

in [ ] beside group means; Catch trials included the following mat-

ches: da–da, ða–ða va–va; Significant differences are starred (*)
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social impairment in children with ASD. Poor social reci-

procity skills and poor speech processing skills may be

linked. From early childhood, children with ASD prefer-

entially attend to nonsocial vs. social stimuli. For example,

typically developing 5-year-olds prefer to listen to their

mother’s voice (speech), while 5-year-olds with ASD

prefer to listen to non-speech noise (Klin 1991, 1992).

Given their early preferences for the nonsocial over the

social, it is not surprising that children with ASD would be

poorer than children without ASD at detecting audiovisual

matches and mismatches with face and voice stimuli but

perform similarly to children without ASD with nonsocial

stimuli (e.g. bouncing balls).

Studies of typically developing infants have shown that

a listening preference for speech over non-speech sounds

normally emerges in the first year of life. Auditory pref-

erences for speech versus non-speech stimuli have been

systematically studied in 4-month-olds, 5–8-month-olds,

and 9-month-olds. Four-month-olds preferentially attend to

a female voice over white noise (Colombo and Bundy

1981). Five to eight-month-olds smile and vocalize more

when presented with human faces and sounds, e.g. other

infants vocalizing, than with nonhuman faces and sounds,

e.g. dolls producing non-speech noises (Legerstee et al.

1998). The preference for speech over non-speech contin-

ues to exist in 9-month-olds, and even extends into the

musical domain. Infants presented with instrumental and

vocal music matched on pitch, rhythm and amplitude, have

a strong preference for the vocal music (Glenn et al. 1981).

The ability to integrate the visual and auditory compo-

nents of speech appears to develop early as well, as many

developing infants demonstrate the McGurk Effect (Des-

jardin and Werker 2004; Rosenblum et al. 1997). Though

not all infants experience the McGurk by 4–5 months of age

(Desjardin and Werker 2004), this ability may nonetheless be

an important part of typical speech development, which may

put children with autism at risk for language delays or may

partially explain the language difficulties in this population.

Children without ASD also have an early appearing

preference for the human face (Cassia et al. 2004; Johnson

et al. 1991) in addition to speech sounds. Therefore, it is

not surprising that they do very well on audiovisual match–

mismatch tasks involving these types of stimuli. Infants

with ASD do not show typical attentional preferences to

faces and eyes (Baron-Cohen 1998). While children with

and without ASD have daily exposure to human faces and

speech sounds, children with ASD do not take the same

interest in them as children without ASD.

This study has provided some preliminary data regard-

ing the ways in which children with and without ASD

perform on a variety of audiovisual tasks. However, it is

important to point out that there are some limitations.

Given that some of the stimuli were being piloted for the

first time, there was a lack of balance in number of trials

across tasks. There was also a lack of gender balance and

number of participants across groups, though it is unclear

whether these imbalances have practical import.

Given that the majority of participants with ASD were

recruited as part of an ongoing study of high functioning

individuals the results may not be generalizable to lower

functioning individuals with ASD. The data are also lim-

ited in that the tasks were not designed in such a way so as

to allow us to directly measure and distinguish between

reduced overall attention to the face vs. impaired lip-

reading abilities or to distinguish between the Fuzzy Log-

ical Model, Motor Theory and Direct Realist accounts.

These are all important future directions to pursue.

Given that many speech vs. non-speech preferences are

present in early childhood and infancy, differential perfor-

mance between children with and without ASD on

audiovisual processing tasks may be present much earlier in

development as well. We are currently looking for such

differences in younger children in the hope of identifying

further criteria by which to identify infants at risk for autism.
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